
ABOUT ME

1) What inspired you to start your business?

2) Are there any artists that influence your style?

3) In your opinion, what is the responsibility of an artist?
Is it to create works? Inspire others?

4) What is it like being a small business
owner on social media?

5) How does being a woman of colour
impact your business?

INTERVIEW

I have been making art my whole life and in the back of my mind I’ve always dreamed of
becoming an artist. I kept art as a hobby and pursued a teaching career at York University.

Janet Jones is an art professor at York University and was the catalyst of my art career. She
believed in my potential and the power of my work and always pushed me to “go bigger!”. Her

genuine encouragement pushed me to show and speak about my art publicly and with
confidence!

I find inspiration from many different outlets such as film, nature, music, and the BIPOC
experience. Sandra Brewster is an exceptional Canadian artist, focusing on identity, the

diaspora, and her Caribbean heritage which I identify with heavily. Kofi Frempong is another
Toronto-based artist whose work is drastically different from my own but his approach and work

ethic is powerful and inspirational.

I love social media; it is an excellent way to gain clients and connections on a local and
international level! There are many great platforms out there that can really provide a space

and opportunity for small businesses to get their product seen. It looks easy but, just like
everything else, cultivating a great presence on social media outlets takes effort and work!

Such as the likes, follows and shares take no time but go a long way!

In this industry people only see with their eyes, when you're black you're at a disadvantage
from birth. You have a certain image and you can only play to fit the role. We fall victim to
our own stereotypes. Realistically, this is true for any industry and the hierarchy is all too

real. In music, there is a demand for the tough image and people appeal to the rough look.
Gang culture predominantly follows themes of violence and drugs.

But I intend to change that, music is always about the message and how people interpret it
and so I create rap that doesn't center on violence. I want to be marketable while having my

own flow; my music is inspired by the versatility of Drake, songs that can be played at
weddings and parties. To listen to my rhythm freely, even when in public.

1) What inspired you to go into music?

2) What barriers did you face as a young black
man in the industry?

3) Is there a stigma around Brampton
that works against you?

When I first fell in love with music, it was seeing an artist put out an album and call it his
own. It was for the songs, putting together an album, the work and the passion that goes

into the melody. I wanted a piece of my art to call my own, for it to be touched and
exposed to the public. In grade 8 I put together my first mixtape and I called it Mixtape
Volume I. In high school I used rap as a way to express myself and rap battles were

popular at the time, so I earned the title: The Rapper Kid.

The Brampton stigma inhibits the claim, famous artists like Jesse Rayes or Tory Lanez
associate with Toronto rather than Brampton, that influence has made me feel like I’m being

held back. A lot of Brampton artists do get ignored because of this stigma and we
automatically don’t meet that threshold whereas if you're from another city, you can claim it

with pride.

YOUTH OPPORTUNITIES

CAT BOOKMARKS

MAKAWONI AU GRATEN
(HAITIAN MACARONI AND CHEESE)

Materials:
- White and coloured card/paper

- Small scraps of coloured card or paper
- Scissors

- Glue
- Black pen

- Googly eyes (optional)
- Hole punch (optional)

Instructions:
- Measure a rectangle approx. 5cm x 18cm for the body

and 4cm x 13.5cm for the tummy.
https://www.teatimemonkeys.com/cat-bookmark-craft/

- Draw and cut out the ears (any size) and draw the paws (make sure they are 5cm wide) and
cut the pieces out.

- Stick the tummy onto the body, leaving only a small space at the bottom.
- For the top paws, place glue on the upper part of the paws. This is to make the "flap" for

holding the bookmark over the pages.
- Place the top paws up at the top of the cat's tummy and the bottom paws at the bottom of the

tummy.
- Cut a thin strip of coloured card or paper (a different colour) 5cm long to make the collar.

- Punch a hole in some yellow card or paper and use the punched circle to make the bell for the
collar.

- Cut a small triangle of pink paper for the nose. Stick or draw on some eyes and add the mouth,
whiskers and claws with black pen.

- You can write your name on the cat's tummy to personalize it!

Ingredients:

- 2 (340g) packs of rigatoni or penne pasta
- 16 cups of water

- 1 1/2 teaspoon seasoned salt
- 2 tablespoons of butter

- 2 (355ml) cans evaporated milk
- 1/2 cup finely chopped onions

- 1/3 cup finely chopped bell peppers
- 1 garlic clove (crushed)

- 1 cup mayonnaise
- 2 cups grated parmesan cheese

- 3 cups Gouda (Dutch) cheese or regular cheddar

Instructions:

- In a large pot salt the 16 cups of water and bring to a boil
- Once boiling add the pasta and allow it to cook for 10-15 minutes or until soft

- Drain and set pasta it aside
- Preheat oven to 350℉/177oC

- In another pot, on medium heat, sauté butter, garlic, onions and bell peppers for 1-2 minutes
or until visibly tender

- Add pasta to sautéed ingredients, along with 1 can of evaporated milk and mix well
- Add seasoned salt, mayonnaise, 1 cup grated parmesan, 2 cups gouda and remaining can of

evaporated milk to pasta, continue to mix (can add extra salt to taste)
- Pour pasta mixture into a rectangular baking dish, sprinkle remaining cup of Parmesan and

Gouda cheese on top layer
- Place pan on the middle rack in oven uncovered and bake for 45 minutes to 1 hour or until

top is golden brown.
- Let cool for 10 minutes before serving.
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You can find Kanisha
on Instagram

@artisticperceptionca
or send an email to

kanishaddabreo@gmail.
com to inquire about

her events!

EMPOWHER NEWSLETTER

JORDAN FRANCIS

POLICE BRUTALITY IN CANADA

TINTS

KANISHA DABREO

Jordan Nigel Francis (AKA MixTapper) is a multi-
talented artist/producer from Brampton, ON. Born in

Scarborough, Jordan has been producing music
since he was 12 years old. Constantly pushing his
sound and elevating to truly leave a mark on the

industry. Jordan Francis holds a collection of over 12
mixtapes (not available on the internet), one album,
an EP and singles. With performances in local clubs
across Toronto, Jordan has been constantly pushing
to grow his catalogue and fan base and ensure his
name is solidified in Canadian music. This year,

Jordan’s goals as a musician is to continue
marketing himself while aligning his sound toward a

global audience.
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Ever heard of the term “visible minority”?
Visible, targeted. Minority, beneath.

The U.S. political atmosphere has been
dominated by enforcement-hungry policy

that ignores the roots of crime and employs
tougher executive, legislative, and judicial
policies. The election of past presidents

shows a desire to be hard on crime instead
of questioning the validity of the process.

Against the popular misconception, racism
infests Canadian borders just as much as it
does south of the border. High populations
of Black and Indigenous people in prisons

are painful evidence that Canada continues
to be a racist nation.

The Ontario prison system caters to post-
colonial, white norms and principles.

Consequently, the services for black and
other minority members are grossly

inadequate and often remain
unacknowledged.

The justice system undercuts life
opportunities for minorities who are already

severely disadvantaged.

More than fifty percent of prisoners have
children under the age of 18, and following
separation or divorce these children have a
greater risk of developmental delays and
behavioral problems, ultimately increasing
the likelihood of a future involving criminal

activity.

Behind the peace-loving and equality
preaching Canadian image, racism plagues

within its prison culture.

Consultations with staff and inmates in
Ontario prisons have revealed three issues:

racial hostility, intolerance with racial
segregation of prisoners, and racial

inequality in the delivery of prison services.

Racist practices are not required to
maintain order; they lead to prisoners

harboring negative feelings, adversarial
relationships, and hostility, thus leading to
dissension, conflict, unrest and instability.

There should be an Office of the Anti-
Racism Coordinators to oversee

development and implementation of
strategies in correctional facilities.

It is essential that prisons begin offering
culturally appropriate programs and

services by modifying the Initial Placement
Report to identify the needs of black and

other racial minority prisoners.

Genuine equality would mean that prison
programs reflect the racial, religious, and

linguistic diversity of its inmates as a
standard service.

On an individual level, members of the
Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC)

community can try to steer their careers
towards these white-dominated industries.

If people who understand the experiences
of minorities begin designing legislation, we
can combat the unconscious racial disparity

that fuels the justice system.

There is an undeniable need for a federal
data collection law that bans racial profiling
and initiates necessary reform in prejudiced

sentencing policies.

With the recent widespread of the Black
Lives Matter movement around the world,

sparked by the unjust death of George
Floyd, the issue of police brutality has been
brought to the light around the world. While

it may seem like it the problem of police
brutality is just present in the United States;

this issue exists all around the world,
including Canada.

A report by the Ontario Human Rights
Commission found that between 2013 and
2017, a black person in Toronto is 20 times
more likely to be involved in a fatal shooting

by a police officer compared to a white
person. According to the Pivot Legal

Society, between 2000 and 2017, police
were involved in at least 460 fatal

interactions with civilians across Canada:

-Out of 460 fatal incidents, only three
murder charges were laid against police
officers, and all were second-degree.

-First Nations people make up 4.8% of the
population, however they represented 15%

of total fatalities
-Members of the Black community make up
3.4% of the population, represented 9% of

total fatalities

It is very clear that both racial groups are
significantly affected by police violence and
brutality compared to other ethnic groups in
Canada. Ontario has seen a high number
of fatal interactions between police and

Black men, highlighting the systemic racism
that the police force clearly has.

Throughout this pandemic, cases of police
brutality have started to hit closer to home.
D’andre Campbell was a 26 year old man in
Brampton, who had called the police April

6th, 2020 for help as during a mental crisis,
however instead of being helped, the police

shot him in front of his siblings.

In June alone, a black woman fell to her
death after police were called to her flat in
Toronto, a First Nations woman was shot
dead by an officer in New Brunswick while
he was carrying out a “wellness check”,

footage was found showing Royal
Canadian Mounted Police officers in Alberta
forcing a First Nations chief to the ground

and punching him in the head, and an
Indigenous man was shot dead by the

RCMP in New Brunswick.

Nicole, D’Andre’s aunt, said “It [Racism]
exists. Look at us… they killed him in his

house and they say it doesn’t exist in
Canada. We’re proof it exists.”

Doug Ford claimed that he is thankful we
are “different than the United States” and
claimed we don’t have the systemic racist

roots they have.

Clearly, none of this is true.

We are just as guilty as our neighboring
country, and we can no longer brush the
issue of police brutality under the rug. We
cannot ignore the systematic racism that is
deeply rooted in Canada, and we cannot
put all the blame or focus on the United
States. Police brutality exists in Canada,

and it is time we stand united together, and
stand against it.

We must adopt correctional options like
work release programs that allow offenders

to build job skills, re-establish ties with
family and community, and overcome the
negative impacts of institutionalization.

The principle of justice reinvestment
focuses on using cost savings as a result of
lower rates of imprisonment to fund at-risk

areas which has a positive effect on
coloured communities.

Taxpayer money should go towards
providing jobs and constructive life

opportunities for inmates rather than the
band-aid solution of prisons.

MixTapper

SONG OF THE WEEK

Ever heard of the term "visible
minority"?

Visible, targeted.
Minority, beneath.

"Without se�, i�ut�le sempiternity."

http://loveforhaitianfood.com/makawoni-au-graten-haitian-macaroni-and/

PT. 1

BY: ALFREDA ADDY
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RACISM

Throughout our developmental years, we all develop a collection of schemata (sing. schema)
(observations of organized patterns of thoughts or behaviours about specific stimuli). Their
role is to help us take shortcuts in interpreting the stimuli that we are exposed to frequently. In
order to speed up this process, we use our existing schema to process new information in a
process called assimilation.

So, although no one is born racist, both the media and the thoughts, words, and feelings of
those who have raised you can lead you to develop certain negative schema about black
people.

If you grew up watching “Cops”, news broadcasts, or other media programming that displayed
black people as criminals, you may begin to develop a schema.

When you sat on a bus and your mother pulled you closer when a black man sat near you, it
led to assimilation, which leads to an unconscious idea that black people are inherently bad
or dangerous.

After a schema has been cemented during your most vulnerable developmental stages
through assimilation, the only way to change them after adolescence is through
accommodation, the process of modifying an old schema.

Assimilation happens when we encounter something that we have not adapted a schema for.
Our brains will take a shortcut and will automatically try to associate the new information with
an old schema, which can lead to incorrectly identifying people, animals, and things. For
example, a child may learn that a dog is a four-legged animal and begin to believe that all
four-legged animals are dogs.

The same can happen when a child perceives a black person as a criminal.

If not corrected, they can begin to believe that black people are criminals instead of
understanding that some criminals are black people, but the two are not synonymous. To
counter this through accommodation requires deliberate effort to change when we become
adults. The individual needs to look for examples that challenge their existing schema. A child
needs to learn to see that a cat, a four-legged animal, is not a dog, and in the same way
would need to learn that a black person who is not committing crimes is not a criminal.

Therefore, “not being racist” is not enough.
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1. https://blacklivesmatter.ca/
2. https://blackyouth.ca/
3. https://blackhealthalliance.ca/resources/community/
4. https://www.blacklegalactioncentre.ca/
5. https://ctys.org/program/groups/rites-for-african-canadian-youth/
6. https://cfrac.com/publications/anti-racism-education-in-canada-best-

practices/
7. https://plan-international.org/girls-get-equal/how-be-anti-racist-ally
8. https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/anti-racism-

engagement/resources.html

LIST OF ANTI-RACIST RESOURCES

CHALLENGING THE RACIST SYSTEM:
A LOOK AT NORTH AMERICAN PRISONS

I would go to South Africa. This is because I personally know some people there who I
worked with for an online ad and they often encourage me to visit. The next country would

be Japan.

4) If there was one country in the world
you must go to, what would it be?

For a large part of the population, this is not just a hashtag. This is not just a social media
challenge, or gambit being shared for fear of being left out. This is life. This has been life for
hundreds of years. And change is just on the horizon. We can see it, feel it, and taste it.

There are a lot of people who are not internalizing this very real struggle because they have
yet to realize that their unintentional ignorance is no longer innocuous. Being unaware of how
the system elevates some and diminishes others in an age where lives are being lost due to
the social injustices that have been ignored and not been acknowledged is no longer
acceptable, and never should have been. That has been the societal norm for far too long,
and there needs to be deliberate change throughout our normalized culture.


